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inspiring experience

EFFECTS COLOR SERIE
Effects is our series of sets developed to represent different special effects on fantasy figures and models. Colors 
and washes have been specifically selected to apply advanced fading and shading techniques, paint complementary 
elements and achieve different metallic effects on figures and dioramas.

This set includes the colors needed to paint wood elements in different 
shades, as well as 7 metallic shades to paint any metallic element. From 
warm, earthy tones for wood to rich, subtle shades for metals, each color 
has been chosen to bring out the texture and character of these materials.

Leather and Metal
Ref. 72.189 - 16 x 18 ml / 0.6 fl oz Game Color

Our set offers a selection of washes designed to bring out the finer details 
of your miniatures. From deep shadows to luminous glows, each wash 
has been precisely formulated to enhance the depth and texture of your 
models, creating stunning visual effects with ease and precision. With 
a smooth and very fluid consistency, they glide effortlessly over the 
surfaces of your miniatures, allowing you to create smooth transitions 
and seamless fading with every application.

This color set, meticulously designed by Ángel Giráldez, includes a detailed 
step-by-step tutorial in which the artist will guide us through the NMM 
technique, which creates effects that visually appear to be metal (gold 
and silver) without using metallic paints.  You will be able to achieve 
surprisingly realistic effects on your miniatures. From shimmering silver 
to lustrous gold, each color is formulated to closely mimic the appearance 
of real metal. Experience the thrill of creating authentic metallic effects 
and make your miniatures stand out like never before!

Game Color Wash

Non Metallic Metal

Ref. 72.190 - 8 x 18 ml / 0.6 fl oz Game Color

Ref. 72.193 - 8 x 18 ml / 0.6 fl oz Game Color
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